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 14% reduction in heart rate when in formation (Welmerskirtch, et. al, 2001)
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Over 20% drag reduction and 18% fuel flow reduction for trailing aircraft (NASA, 2002)
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• ~15-40 span separation
• A safer approach to formation flight
• Can be implemented with todayʼs 
aircrafts without modification
• Up to 10% fuel flow reduction for 
transport aircraft*
Extended Formations
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*Pahle, Joe, “A preliminary Investigation of Formation Flight for Drag Reduction on the C-17 aircraft”
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Modeling
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• Algorithm for trim:
  (1) Compute trail A/C flow solution
  (2) Check Lift & Roll tolerance
  (3) Deflect ailerons if necessary (roll) 
  (4) Adjust AOA if necessary (lift)
Roll-Trim Strategy
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Requirements: automatic control surface deflections, geometry re-
meshing, and high-fidelity CFD solutions
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II.B. Flow Analysis
All simulations are performed with the NASA’s AERO analysis package,10–12,14–16 which uses the three-
dimensional Euler equations of a perfect gas to model the flow. The equations are discretized using a second-
order, cell-centered, finite-volume scheme based on van Leer’s flux vector splitting and limiter. Steady-state
solutions are obtained through the use of multigrid-accelerated five-stage Runge-Kutta scheme in conjunction
with domain decomposition for parallel computing. The computational mesh consists of Cartesian hexahedra
everywhere, except for a layer of body-intersecting cells, or cut-cells, adjacent to the boundaries. Meshes are
constructed via an adaptive mesh refinement procedure that uses the method of adjoint-weighted residuals
to estimate discretization errors in selected output functionals. In this work, the output functional in all
computations is the span eﬃciency factor,e. The final mesh minimizes disretization errors in this metric,
shown in equation 1.
e =
C2L
πARCDi
(1)
A typical computation involves about eleven refinement cycles, starting from a coarse mesh of about
100,000 cells. During each refinement cycle, the number of cells in the mesh is increased by a prescribed
growth factor. Small growth factors, e.g. 1.1, are used in the early refinement cycles to minimize computa-
tional work while reducing the discretization err rs with the greatest influence on span eﬃciency. To further
reduce computational work, we take advantage of the decoupling of the streamwise and crossflow velocities
in the incoming vortex. The initial mesh is constructed with stretched cells (aspect ratio of eight) in the
streamwise direction in the region between the inflow boundary and the airplane, while isotropic cells are
used near the airplane. This allows both eﬃcient propagation of the vortex from the inflow boundary to the
airplane and accurate computation of the flowfield near the airplane.
II.C. Trim Strategy
In contrast to previous work from Bower et. al.7 which modeled trim with lower fidelity methods such as
vortex-lattice schemes, the current work uses an iterative approach with the higher fidelity, NASA AERO
package. The process of trimming the trail aircraft in roll and enforcing its CL constant is completed in
several steps.
First, trimming begins by computing a flow solution on the trailing aircraft using the adaption strategy
mentioned previously. The flow solution is computed with the freestream velocity vector aligned with the
streamwise coordinate of the Cartesian mesh. This implies that the angle of attack is specified via a rotation
of the geometry.
Once the flow solution has been computed, lift and rolling moment values are compared to their target
values and angle of attack and aileron deflection angle are iterated by using an under-relaxed Newton iteration
with pre-computed values for CLα, and aileron roll authority. The component-based geometry approach of
NASA’s inviscid AERO package allows for the manipulation of individual geometric components, including
ailerons. The aileron components are rotated with respect to the geometry using the Geometry Manipulation
Protocal(GMP) library17 to obtain a new wetted surface. The new geometry is then rotated to the new angle
of attack and the domain is automatically re-meshed. This process repeats until a convergence criterion is
met. The convergence tolerances for these cases were 0.0012 for CL and 0.00015 for rolling moment coeﬃcient.
Computationally, each Newton iteration involves a mesh adapted solution for about 10 adapt cycles with
the final mesh reaching around 8 million cells. Typically, trim conditions were nearly met after about 5-6
Newton iterations on these coarser meshes. Finally, an additional 2 or 3 higher resolution flow solves (about
16 million cells, 11 adapt cycles) was required to trim the aircraft within the tolerances. Each coarser Newton
iteration accounted for roughly 150 CPU-hours on the 1.6 GHz Intel Itanium processors of the Columbia
Supercomputer at NASA Ames Research Center. The higher resolution flow solves each accounted for
roughly 300-400 CPU-hours.
III. Results
Results are presented for both a subsonic simple wing and a transonic wing-body geometry arranged in
a two-aircraft echelon formation. Since there is no wave drag, results for the simple wing may be compared
with those from enineering methods to corroborate mesh converged solutions. This wing will also be used
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of tack and the domain is automatically re-meshed. This process repeats until a convergence criterion is
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Computationally, e ch Newton iteration involves a mesh adapted solution for about 10 adapt cycles with
the final mesh reaching a ound 8 million cells. Typically, trim conditions were nearly met after about 5-6
Newton it rations on these coarser meshes. Finally, an additional 2 or 3 higher resolution flow solves (about
16 million cells, 11 adapt cycles) as required to trim the aircraft within the tolerances. Each coarser Newton
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II.B. Flow Analysis
All simulations are performed with the NASA’s AERO analysis package,10–12,14–16 which uses the three-
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vortex-lattic schemes, the current work uses an iterative approach with the higher fidelity, NASA AERO
package. The process of trimming the trail aircraft in roll and enforcing its CL constant is completed in
several steps.
Fi st, trimming begins by computing a flow solution on the trailing aircraft using the adaption strategy
mentioned previously. The flow solution is computed with the freestream velocity vector aligned with the
streamwise coordinat of the Cartesian mesh. This implies that the angle of attack is specified via a rotation
of the geometry.
Once the flow soluti n as been computed, lift and rolling moment values are compared to their target
values a angle of attack a d aileron deflection angle are iterated by using an under-relaxed Newton iteration
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iteration accounted f r roughly 150 CPU-hours on the 1.6 GHz Intel Itanium processors of the Columbia
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Results are presented for both a subsonic simple wing and a transonic wing-body geometry arranged in
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to demonstrate the eﬀect of trim on performance in the absence of shocks. Simulations with the transonic
wing-body configuration take these investigations further by including both the eﬀects of compressibility and
more realistic geometry on the drag savings.
The final force and moment values were obtained by performing Richardson extrapolations18 of each
coeﬃcient. Simulations with poor error convergence in later adaption cycles were corrected by using earlier,
well-behaved adaption cycles in the Richardson extrapolation. Our metrics of interest used in quantifying
benefits of formation flight is the span eﬃciency factor, Eqn. 1, and formation drag fraction which represents
the sum of the induced drag of all aircrafts in formation versus the induced drag of all aircrafts out of
formation:
drag fraction =
￿
Di,formation/
￿
Di,out−of−formation (2)
III.A. Simple NACA 0012 Wing
The first geometry used in the study was a low speed simple NACA 0012 wing. Figure 2 shows the wing
along with the ailerons. The aspect ratio 8 wing has an NACA 0012 airfoil with a single end cap, no sweep
and no taper.
(a) Symmetric wing geometry (b) wing geometry with ailerons
Figure 2. A simple NACA 0012 wing with aspect ratio of 8. (a) Isometric view without ailerons. (b) a planform view
depicting the spanwise and chordwise extent of the ailerons.
The NACA 0012 wing ailerons extend from the wingtip to 20% span inboard and 50% chord in. Free
stream conditions for the wing geometry is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Design conditions for geometries used in simulations
Geometry CL M∞ AR Sref (ft2)
NACA 0012 Wing 0.55 0.5 8 8
Three separate trim configurations were examined. The first is the baseline, or un-trimmed configuration
with no aileron deflections. The second configuration trims the aircraft by deflecting a single aileron opposite
the incoming vortex. This is the simplest trimming strategy in that it increases the lift on the out-of-vortex
wing, allowing the same net lift to be achieved at a lower angle of incidence. Finally, the third configuration,
referred to as the “two-aileron trimmed configuration”, trims the aircraft in the conventional manner by
deflecting both ailerons by equal amounts in opposite directions. The three trim configurations are shown
schematically in Fig. 3 for the NACA 0012 wing. We consider trim using conventional ailerons rather than
more futuristic trimming strategies since they can be implemented in today’s aircraft without modification.
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• Modified CRM from 4th AIAA 
Drag Prediction Workshop*
Geometry
Goals
• Quantify compressible 
formation flight drag savings
• Determine roll-trim effects on 
more realistic wing/body 
geometry
*Vassberg, J. C.,et al. Development of a Common Research Model for Applied CFD Validation 
Studies, AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference, AIAA 2008-6919, August 2008.
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Figure 13. Spanwise lift distributions for two aileron trimmed wing.
III.B. Common Research Model
The wing-body geometry shown in Fig. 14, is based oﬀ of the Common Research Model (CRM) geometry
used in the 4th AIAA CFD Drag Prediction Workshop19 with some modification from Ning.9
(a) CRM geometry (b) CRM geometry with ailerons
Figure 14. The CRM geometry used in the 4th AIAA CFD Drag Prediction Workshop19 (a) Isometric view without
ailerons. (b) a planform view depicting spanwise and chordwise extent of the ailerons.
The CRM ailerons extended roughly 15% of the span inboard from the wingtip and roughly 50% to 15%
chord. Design conditions for the wing-body geometry is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Design conditions for geometries used in simulations
Geometry CL M∞ AR Sref (ft2)
CRM 0.5 0.83 9 4130
Fig. 15 displays an isometric view of the incoming vortex colored by x-vorticity magnitude. Cell stretching
13 of 17
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Final Mesh: 40 Mil. cells
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Transonic trim accounts 
for ~20% erosion of 
formation drag savings
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• Performed relevant verification for vortex boundary condition
• Developed methodology for evaluating formation flight benefits for 
2-aircraft echelon formations
• Developed quantitative benefit maps for trail aircraft positioning
• Evaluated erosion of formation flight benefits as a result of trim and 
compressibility
Summary
66
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Open Issues
67
• Complete benefits map for summer conference
• Extend analysis to > 2 aircraft formations
• Effects of heterogenous aircrafts in formation
• Deliver analytic drag model for formation flight including trim/
compressibility for use in NAS models
67
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• Far-field conservation method
• Experimental core-size data
• LES vortex decay rates
Wake Propagation Model
68
Betz Model
Governing Equations:
 
 
y
z
∂uy
∂y
+
∂uz
∂z
= 0
∂ζ
∂t
+ uy
∂ζ
∂y
+ uz
∂ζ
∂z
= ν
￿
∂2ζ
∂y2
+
∂2ζ
∂z2
￿
￿
where ζ =
∂uz
∂y
− ∂uy
∂z
￿
continuity:
vorticity:
velocity contours
Augmented Betz Method*
Assumptions
• Viscous effects neglected 
during rollup
• All vorticity from lead is axis-
symmetrically rolled-up into 2 
vortices
Betz Model
Time Invariants:
 
 
y
z
velocity contours
Γ0 =
￿
ζdA
Γy =
￿
yζdA
Γz =
￿
zζdA
Γr =
￿
(y2 + z2)ζdA
*Ning, Andrew, Aerodynamic Performance of Extended Formation 
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II.B. Flow Analysis
All simulations are performed with the NASA’s AERO analysis package,10–12,14–16 which uses the three-
dimensional Euler equations of a perfect gas to model the flow. The equations are discretized using a second-
order, cell-centered, finite-volume scheme based on van Leer’s flux vector splitting and limiter. Steady-state
solutions are obtained through the use of multigrid-accelerated five-stage Runge-Kutta scheme in conjunction
with domain decomposition for parallel computing. The computational mesh consists of Cartesian hexahedra
everywhere, except for a layer of body-intersecting cells, or cut-cells, adjacent to the boundaries. Meshes are
constructed via an adaptive mesh refinement procedure that uses the method of adjoint-weighted residuals
to estimate discretization errors in selected output functionals. In this work, the output functional in all
computations is the span eﬃciency factor,e. The final mesh minimizes disretization errors in this metric,
shown in equation 1.
e =
C2L
πARCDi
(1)
A typical computation involves about eleven refinement cycles, starting from a coarse mesh of about
100,000 cells. During each refinement cycle, the number of cells in the mesh is increased by a prescribed
growth factor. Small growth factors, e.g. 1.1, are used in the early refinement cycles to minimize computa-
tional work while reducing the discretization errors with the greatest influence on span eﬃciency. To further
reduce computational work, we take advantage of the decoupling of the streamwise and crossflow velocities
in the incoming vortex. The initial mesh is constructed with stretched cells (aspect ratio of eight) in the
streamwise direction in the region between the inflow boundary and the airplane, while isotropic cells are
used near the airplane. This allows both eﬃcient propagation of the vortex from the inflow boundary to the
airplane and accurate computation of the flowfield near the airplane.
II.C. Trim Strategy
In contrast to previous work from Bower et. al.7 which modeled trim with lower fidelity methods such as
vortex-lattice schemes, the current work uses an iterative approach with the higher fidelity, NASA AERO
package. The process of trimming the trail aircraft in roll and enforcing its CL constant is completed in
several steps.
First, trimming begins by computing a flow solution on the trailing aircraft using the adaption strategy
mentioned previously. The flow solution is computed with the freestream velocity vector aligned with the
streamwise coordinate of the Cartesian mesh. This implies that the angle of attack is specified via a rotation
of the geometry.
Once the flow solution has been computed, lift and rolling moment values are compared to their target
values and angle of attack and aileron deflection angle are iterated by using an under-relaxed Newton iteration
with pre-computed values for CLα, and aileron roll authority. The component-based geometry approach of
NASA’s inviscid AERO package allows for the manipulation of individual geometric components, including
ailerons. The aileron components are rotated with respect to the geometry using the Geometry Manipulation
Protocal(GMP) library17 to obtain a new wetted surface. The new geometry is then rotated to the new angle
of attack and the domain is automatically re-meshed. This process repeats until a convergence criterion is
met. The convergence tolerances for these cases were 0.0012 for CL and 0.00015 for rolling moment coeﬃcient.
Computationally, each Newton iteration involves a mesh adapted solution for about 10 adapt cycles with
the final mesh reaching around 8 million cells. Typically, trim conditions were nearly met after about 5-6
Newton iterations on these coarser meshes. Finally, an additional 2 or 3 higher resolution flow solves (about
16 million cells, 11 adapt cycles) was required to trim the aircraft within the tolerances. Each coarser Newton
iteration accounted for roughly 150 CPU-hours on the 1.6 GHz Intel Itanium processors of the Columbia
Supercomputer at NASA Ames Research Center. The higher resolution flow solves each accounted for
roughly 300-400 CPU-hours.
III. Results
Results are presented for both a subsonic simple wing and a transonic wing-body geometry arranged in
a two-aircraft echelon formation. Since there is no wave drag, results for the simple wing may be compared
with those from enineering methods to corroborate mesh converged solutions. This wing will also be used
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